Names: Alberts, Byers, Chapman, Minnium, Parker, Thomas

Dear Ken and Laurie,
  You are two wonderful people and many thanks for your help on the issue of
finding "which" grandfather my great grandfather went with. It is clear he was
with his mother's father. I wish I could find out more but I have no clue as
to how to do that except hire a genealogist to help me. Much thanks to you
both for your kindness and expertise. Bless you both. Barbara in Texas

Ken & Laurie Huffman wrote:


> Dear Barbara,
> Here's the 1860 Census information you requested:
>
> 1860 US Census, Brown County, Illinois, Cooperstown Township
> (22 June 1860)
>
> 419/401 H. F. Minnium, 22, m, farmer, Pennsylvania
> Mrs. S. E. Minnium, 17, f,, Illinois
> John Minnium, 9, m,, Illinois
>
> 420/402 Sampson Minnium, 49, m, Farmer, Pennsylvania
> Mrs. Julia A. Minnium, 49, f,, Pennsylvania
> Mary E. Minnium, 17, f,, Pennsylvania
> Adduta Minnium, 14, f,, Pennsylvania
> David Minnium, 8, m,, Pennsylvania
>
> 421/403 Henry Minnium, 70, m, Farmer, Pennsylvania
> Mrs. M. J. Minnium, 70, f,, Pennsylvania
> James Byers, 16, m,, Pennsylvania
>
> 434/436 Samuel Thomas 33, m, Farmer, Ohio
> Mrs. Mary Thomas, 24, f,, Pennsylvania
> Samuel Chapman, 14 , m,, Illinois
> Samuel Alberts, 8, m,, Illinois
> Adeline Minnium, 7, f,, Illinois
> Amelia Minnium, 4, f,, Illinois
> Hannah Minnium, 23, f,, Pennsylvania
> Margaret Parker, 70, f,, Kentucky
>
> Sincerely,
> Ken Huffman
>
> BarbieTeran wrote:
>

> > Dear Ken or Laurie,
> > Good fortune and a bit of luck have led me to you. I am interested in
> > finding out some information on the names which could be relations of
> > mine. I saw the names in your list .....they are probably related. I am
> > not sure if it is possible to give you these 5 individuals but they are
> > probably right with each other.
> > 1. James Byers C431
> > 2. Adeline Minnium C434
> > 3. H.F. Minnium C419
> > 4. Henry Minnium C431
> > 5. Sampson Minnium C420
> > I just recently with the help of a Civil War Pensioner's report found
> > out that my great grandfather, James W. Byers, (born Sept. 1845) was the
> > son of Margaret Minium or Minnium with no father listed. The record also
> > stated that James W. Byers was raised by his grandfather....well, "which
> > grandfather" is what I asked myself. I knew that the "grandfather" had
> > to be a "Byers" person or a "Minnium or Minium" person. Perhaps your
> > records there match what I am looking for. Poor James Byers, my great
> > grandfather, only thought he was born September 1845 because it said so
> > in a family bible, (Dutch) which went with James's grandfather upon this
> > man's return to PA where he died.( Wish I could find that Bible but that
> > would be a "miracle" for this to happen.) This  recollection of my great
> > grandfather and his being raised by his grandfather tells me nothing. I
> > am hoping that perhaps your records or ability to find these records
> > could lead me in the right direction! I also wondered if James's mother
> > died....why did she not raise him unless he was not "expected" and was
> > given away at birth.Where was Mr. Byers, the father? I am just
> > mentioning this because the records might make more sense if you knew
> > this little bit of information.
> > Thank you so very much for any help you can give me. Take care and
> > thank you so much for taking the time to help others. It is surely
> > appreciated.
> > Barbara Teran in El Paso, TX.
> >
> >
> >


